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Case: dnp Supernova Core

dnp screens help create London’s schools of the future
Schools in the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham are

Chris Harrison, Head Teacher at George Carey School, said, “AV

being equipped with over 200 dnp Supernova Core Screens.

integration forms part of the energy-efficient building, and is in

This forward-looking project, which aims to boost learning and

keeping with our mandate of building a school for the future.”

energy efficiency to create the schools of the future, is our
Everyone gets a good view!

January 2012 Installation of the Month.

The classrooms at George Carey School are unusually large,
Powerful tools for learning

typically 75 m2, but with the new dnp screens, even the

The London Borough of Barking and Dagenham’s ICT Strategy

children sitting at the back can see clearly. At the same time the

team wanted high-quality screens to improve conditions in the

environment remains intimate enough for use of the school’s

classroom and provide better data referencing. Sources include

Mobi View interactive whiteboard. “Together with the visualizers,

visualizers, computers and portable touch screen whiteboards,

this makes for a very powerful learning tool,” comments Mr.

which enable lessons to be controlled from anywhere in the

Harrison.

classroom. After reviewing the options, the team chose dnp
Supernova Core Screens with a 16:10 aspect ratio. The order for

Facts

over 200 optical front projection screens was placed with dnp

> Customer: London Borough of Barking and Dagenham

Partner, Paradigm Audio Visual. Over 100 of the screens have

> Installer: RM Education and Paradigm Audio Visual

been installed by RM Education (the Borough’s ICT partner) in

> Screens: dnp Supernova Core Screens, 84” – 110”16:10,

primary schools, via project consultants REDS10.

total over 200 units
> Projector: Optoma EW 536 single-chip XGA DLP

Schools of the future
One of the primary schools involved is the new George Carey C
of E Primary School, which now has 22 Supernova Core Screens
installed in its classrooms. Matched with Optoma EW 536 single
chip XGA DLP projectors, the screens are also capable of taking

dnp optical front
projection screens

an HDMI feed.

Headquarter
> dnp denmark as

Skruegangen 2
DK-2690 Karlslunde
Phone +45 4616 5100
Fax
+45 4616 5200
www.dnp-screens.com
dnp@dnp.dk

dnp Sales Representations
> USA

17935 Sky Park Circle
Suites A&B, Irvine
CA 92614 USA
Phone +1 (714) 545-2711
Fax
+1 (714) 464-2353

> Asia

Rm 1605, 16/F.
Fortune Commercial Building
362 Sha Tsui Road,
Tsuen Wan, N.T. Hong Kong
Phone +852-3188 1308
Fax
+852-3188 1309
mng@dnp.dk

> Italy

Loc. Alvanischio 5
Fraz Bovara,
Trevi 06039, Italy
Phone +39 0 742 38 1235
Fax
+39 0 742 38 6448
je@dnp.dk

